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The Great Philosophers Jun 14 2021
Amiel's Journal, Vol. 2 Dec 21 2021 "Amiel's Journal: The Journal In Time of Henri Frederic Amiel - Volume Two" is the personal diary of this Swiss philosopher and poet who died
in 1881, translated into English by Humphrey Ward. This is "Volume Two" of Amiel's journal writings. As such, there is no introduction by Ward included. The book begins with
Amiel writing in April of 1868, and includes diary entries from the author up until April of 1881, mere days before the philosopher's death. As this is the publication of a personal
journal, most of the writing consists of personal reflections. Amiel provides his opinion not only on various philosophical topics, including God, the nature of existence, and ethics, but
also of contemporary writers, musicians, and artists, the author managing to include profound musings in almost every entry. The book concludes with a short appendix written by
translator Ward, as well as a detailed index of topics discussed. Henri Frederic Amiel is one of the least well-known brilliant minds of the last two hundred years. While the
philosopher was never widely read during his life, and is now only known to the most ardent students of modern philosophy, his writings are highly engaging. "Amiel's Journal" is a
book that deserves to be read slowly, allowing time for the reader to deeply consider the thoughts of this great thinker. While his work is rarely celebrated, Henri Frederic Amiel was a
great philosopher. Readers of philosophic works owe it to themselves to add "Amiel's Journal: The Journal In Time of Henri Frederic Amiel - Volume Two" to their library. This is a
highly engaging book, and one that deserves far more credit than it has ever received. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books.
Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works."
Philosophical Works of the Late James Frederick Ferrier: Philosophical remains New ed., 1883 Feb 20 2022
Happiness Apr 24 2022 A huge bestseller in Europe, Frederic Lenoir’s Happiness is an exciting journey that examines how history’s greatest philosophers and religious figures have
answered life’s most fundamental question: What is happiness and how do I achieve it? From the ancient Greeks on—from Aristotle, Plato, and Chuang Tzu to the Buddha, Jesus, and
Muhammad; from Voltaire, Spinoza, and Schopenhauer to Kant, Freud, and even modern neuroscientists—Lenoir considers the idea that true and lasting happiness is indeed possible.
In clear language, Lenoir concisely surveys what the greatest thinkers of all time have had to say on the subject, and, with charming prose, raises provocative questions: · Do we have a
duty to be happy? · Is there a connection between individual and collective happiness? · Is happiness contagious? · Is there a difference between pleasure and happiness? · Can
unhappiness and happiness coexist? · Does our happiness depend on our luck? Understanding how civilization’s best minds have answered those questions, Lenoir suggests, not only
makes for a fascinating reading experience, but also provides a way for us to see us how happiness, that most elusive of feelings, is attainable in our own lives.
The age of Frederick the Great Nov 07 2020

Frederick the Great's Philosophical Writings Oct 31 2022 The first modern English edition of diverse Enlightenment-era writings by Prussian monarch Frederick the Great
Frederick II of Prussia (1712–1786), best known as Frederick the Great, was a prolific writer of philosophical discourses, poems, epics, satires, and more, while maintaining extensive
correspondence with prominent intellectuals, Voltaire among them. This edition of selected writings, the first to make a wide range of Frederick’s most important ideas available to a
modern English readership, moves beyond traditional attempts to see his work only in light of his political aims. In these pages, we can finally appreciate Frederick’s influential
contributions to the European Enlightenment—and his unusual role as a monarch who was also a published author. In addition to Frederick’s major opus, the Anti-Machiavel, the
works presented here include essays, prefaces, reviews, and dialogues. The subjects discussed run the gamut from ethics to religion to political theory. Accompanied by critical
annotations, the texts show that we can understand Frederick’s views of kingship and the state only if we engage with a broad spectrum of his thought, including his attitudes toward
morality and self-love. By contextualizing his arguments and impact on Enlightenment beliefs, this volume considers how we can reconcile Frederick’s innovative public musings with
his absolutist rule. Avi Lifschitz provides a robust and detailed introduction that discusses Frederick’s life and work against the backdrop of eighteenth-century history and politics.
With its unparalleled scope and cross-disciplinary appeal, Frederick the Great’s Philosophical Writings firmly establishes one monarch’s multifaceted relevance for generations of
readers and scholars to come.
Moral and Methaphysical Philosophy Jul 24 2019
Ecce Homo Jun 02 2020 Die Serie "Meisterwerke der Literatur" beinhaltet die Klassiker der deutschen und weltweiten Literatur in einer einzigartigen Sammlung für Ihren eBook
Reader. Lesen Sie die besten Werke großer Schriftsteller,Poeten, Autoren und Philosophen auf Ihrem Reader. Dieses Werk bietet zusätzlich * Eine Biografie/Bibliografie des Autors.
Ecce homo. Wie man wird, was man ist ist eine autobiographische Schrift des Philosophen Friedrich Nietzsche. Nietzsche arbeitete von Oktober 1888 bis zu seinem Zusammenbruch
Anfang 1889 an dem Werk, das zum ersten Mal 1908 im Auftrag des Nietzsche-Archivs veröffentlicht wurde. Es ist nicht vollständig überliefert und in seiner heute anerkannten Form
erst seit den 1970ern bekannt. In Ecce homo gibt Nietzsche rückblickend Deutungen seiner philosophischen Schriften und präsentiert sich selbst und seine Erkenntnisse als
schicksalhafte Ereignisse von weltbewegender Größe. Dabei stehen die Themen seines Spätwerks, besonders die Kritik am Christentum und die angekündigte „Umwertung aller
Werte“, im Vordergrund. (aus wikipedia.de)
History of Philosophy Dec 09 2020 Evaluates important elements of Western philosophy from its classical origins to the present.
Rheinsberg: Memorials of Frederick the Great and Prince Henry of Prussia Apr 12 2021
The Philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche Feb 29 2020 The most powerful and comprehensive overview of the philosophy of famous German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche ever
published in the English language. Written with the aim of putting Nietzsche's sometimes complex ideas into an understandable format, this work remains the best introduction to, and
explanation of, the philosophic world of one of Germany's most famous philosophers. Part biographical, this book delves into Nietzsche's background, providing clues as to the
development of the major influences upon his life. Then it moves swiftly on to a subject-based study of the major points of Nietzsche's philosophy, using selected quotes from his
major works to back up the interpretations. Finally, the last section provides an overview of Nietzsche's meaning in the world of philosophy, and includes a final section on how to
study the subject further. However, there is no need, as once Mencken's book has been studied, the reader will be in possession of a complete understanding and appreciation of
Nietzsche's writings. This new edition also contains a comprehensive index.
Frederick the Great and His Family Jul 28 2022
History of Medieval Philosophy Aug 24 2019 Volume 2: From St. Thomas Aquinas to the end of the 12th Century.
The Historical Romances of Louisa Mühlbach: Frederick the Great and his family Jan 10 2021
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel Dec 29 2019 In Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel - A Propaedeutic, Thomas Sören Hoffmann invites the philosophically interested reader to converse
with, to work with, and to think with the "master philosopher of German Idealism," the last great system builder of European philosophy.
Great Philosophers May 14 2021 Some of the most important principles of modern society were founded hundreds, even thousands, of years ago. Readers explore the lives of some of
the greatest philosophers and thinkers of all time, from Socrates to Sartre. Topics covered include, how they lived, what their principles were, and what kind of an impact they have on
modern society.
History of Philosophy Feb 08 2021 Presents a comprehensive survey of German philosophy.
History of Friedrich II of Prussia, called Frederick the Great Jun 22 2019
History of the World from the Creation of Man to the Present Day Sep 05 2020
The Great Philosophers Sep 25 2019
Der Antimachiavell Aug 05 2020 Friedrich II., auch Friedrich der Große oder der Alte Fritz genannt (* 24. Januar 1712 in Berlin ; + 17. August 1786 in Potsdam), war ab 1740 König

in und ab 1772 König von Preußen sowie Kurfürst von Brandenburg. Die von ihm gegen Österreich geführten drei Schlesischen Kriege um den Besitz Schlesiens führten zum
Deutschen Dualismus. Nach dem letzten dieser Kriege, dem Siebenjährigen von 1756 bis 1763, war Preußen als fünfte Großmacht in der europäischen Pentarchie anerkannt neben
Frankreich, Großbritannien, Österreich und Russland. Friedrich gilt als ein Repräsentant des aufgeklärten Absolutismus. So bezeichnete er sich selbst als Ersten Diener des
Staates".Anti-Machiavel heißt ein Werk, das sich aus dem Briefwechsel zwischen Friedrich des II. von Preußen und Voltaire 1736-1740 heraus entwickelt hatte. Der damalige Erbprinz
hatte im Alter von 24 Jahren mit dem Philosophen und Schriftsteller durch einen Brief vom 8. August 1736 Kontakt aufgenommen. www.arepo.biz
Frederick the Great's Philosophical Writings Sep 29 2022 The first modern English edition of diverse Enlightenment-era writings by Prussian monarch Frederick the Great Frederick II
of Prussia (1712–1786), best known as Frederick the Great, was a prolific writer of philosophical discourses, poems, epics, satires, and more, while maintaining extensive
correspondence with prominent intellectuals, Voltaire among them. This edition of selected writings, the first to make a wide range of Frederick’s most important ideas available to a
modern English readership, moves beyond traditional attempts to see his work only in light of his political aims. In these pages, we can finally appreciate Frederick’s influential
contributions to the European Enlightenment—and his unusual role as a monarch who was also a published author. In addition to Frederick’s major opus, the Anti-Machiavel, the
works presented here include essays, prefaces, reviews, and dialogues. The subjects discussed run the gamut from ethics to religion to political theory. Accompanied by critical
annotations, the texts show that we can understand Frederick’s views of kingship and the state only if we engage with a broad spectrum of his thought, including his attitudes toward
morality and self-love. By contextualizing his arguments and impact on Enlightenment beliefs, this volume considers how we can reconcile Frederick’s innovative public musings with
his absolutist rule. Avi Lifschitz provides a robust and detailed introduction that discusses Frederick’s life and work against the backdrop of eighteenth-century history and politics.
With its unparalleled scope and cross-disciplinary appeal, Frederick the Great’s Philosophical Writings firmly establishes one monarch’s multifaceted relevance for generations of
readers and scholars to come.
The Athenaeum Nov 27 2019
A Philosophy of Walking Aug 29 2022 This “passionate affirmation of the simple life” explores how walking has influenced history’s greatest thinkers—from Henry David Thoreau
and John Muir to Gandhi and Nietzsche (Observer) “It is only ideas gained from walking that have any worth.” —Nietzsche In this French bestseller, leading thinker and philosopher
Frédéric Gros charts the many different ways we get from A to B—the pilgrimage, the promenade, the protest march, the nature ramble—and reveals what they say about us. Gros
draws attention to other thinkers who also saw walking as something central to their practice. On his travels he ponders Thoreau’s eager seclusion in Walden Woods; the reason
Rimbaud walked in a fury, while Nerval rambled to cure his melancholy. He shows us how Rousseau walked in order to think, while Nietzsche wandered the mountainside to write. In
contrast, Kant marched through his hometown every day, exactly at the same hour, to escape the compulsion of thought. Brilliant and erudite, A Philosophy of Walking is an
entertaining and insightful manifesto for putting one foot in front of the other.
Johann Friedrich Herbart Sep 17 2021 Though little known today, Johann Friedrich Herbart was one of the leading philosophers of his age, the competitor of Schelling and Hegel.
Although he was trained by Fichte, Herbart soon became a critic of the idealist tradition and developed a philosophy antithetical to it. His own philosophy was opposed to the idealist
tradition in important respects: he defended a dualism between the factual and normative; he was an ontological pluralist rather than monist; and he accepted crucial Kantian dualisms
that had been rejected by the idealists. Herbart was also an important forerunner of analytic philosophy, first in breaking with the idealist tradition, and second in insisting that the
proper method of philosophy is the analysis of concepts rather than speculation about the universe as a whole. In the first intellectual biography of Herbart in English, Frederick C.
Beiser studies the development of one of 19th-century Germany's most important philosophers, from his education in Oldenburg and Jena to his final years in Göttingen.
Friedrich Nietzsche Jun 26 2022
The Age of Frederick the Great Oct 07 2020
A History of Philosophy Jan 28 2020
The Youth of Frederick the Great Mar 24 2022
Medieval Philosophy Jul 16 2021 This classic introduction by a noted scholar compresses much of substance into comparatively little space, offering students and general readers an
insightful, accessible survey of the major philosophical trends and thinkers of the Middle Ages. In 200 pages, the text basically covers the thought of ten centuries ... "clearly no light
task," says the Times Literary Supplement of London, adding that "this is a careful and erudite book, full of patience and tolerance, catholic in every sense of the word."
101 Great Philosophers Jan 22 2022 101 Great Philosophers is a concise and accessible guide to 101 of the greatest minds that contributed to the legacy of western philosophy. From
the ancient Greeks to present-day thinkers, Madsen Pirie employs concise entries, each on a single page, to give a snapshot of the contribution made by 100 key philosophers to the
development of this fascinating subject. This book provides a sparkling insight into the lives and times of each philosopher covered -- explaining just why what they had to say was so
innovative and inspiring. Essential reading for anyone coming to the subject for the first time, this book is an indispensible introduction to the most important ideas in the history of

western thought.
Mornings with Frederick the Great. [Translated from “La Politique prussienne d'après Frédéric II.,” a new edition of the “Matinées du Roi de Prusse,” published in Paris in 1870.]
Aug 17 2021
History of Friedrich the Second Called Frederick the Great Nov 19 2021
Philosophical Works of the Late James Frederick Ferrier Oct 19 2021
Great philosophers Jul 04 2020
The Great Philosophers Mar 31 2020
Johann Friedrich Herbart Mar 12 2021 "This book is an intellectual biography of Johann Friedrich, who was one of the most famous philosophers in early 19th century Germany.
Herbart was trained in the German idealist tradition under Fichte, but he eventually broke with Fichte and major idealist doctrines. His own philosophy was opposed to the idealist
tradition in important respects: he defended a dualism between the factual and normative; he was an ontological pluralist rather than monist; and he accepted crucial Kantian dualisms
that had been rejected by the idealists (viz. the dualism between essence and existence, reason and sensibility). While Herbart still retained elements of idealism, he was more realistic
than his idealistic counterparts, maintaining that elements of the sensible manifold were given rather than posited by the mind. Herbart was also an important forerunner of analytic
philosophy, first in breaking with the idealist tradition, and second in insisting that the proper method of philosophy is the analysis of concepts rather than speculation about the
universe as a whole"-Life of Frederick the Great May 02 2020
History of Prussia Under Frederic the Great: 1745-1756 May 26 2022
Monday-chats Oct 26 2019
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